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They rub against them.
They lean against them.
They dig holes around them.
They bark at them.
They hide behind them.
They mark on them.

Dogs love trees – and so does Woof!

To discourage foresting and reduce the
carbon paw print, Woof! goes green!
Log on to www. woofmag.in today!
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editorial

i

am proud to have a friend
who is one of the sweetest,
kindest people I have ever
met. Sadly, she lost her
adorable pre-teen daughter to
cancer a few months ago. No
child ever needs to know or bear the gutwrenching suffering of terminal cancer.
My friend says that within the next few
years Mumbai will be the cancer capital
of India and she can’t even begin to
imagine the trauma that so many families
will have to face. With most cancers,
early detection is the only hope of
recovery.
It is man’s best friend who steps up to
the challenge. A scattering of people
across the world are training dogs to sniff
out cancer- and have some very accurate
and exciting results to share. The amazing
part is that a dog can sniff it out even
before a test will show it in blood or

urine- and that could save countless lives.
Now with the fierce determination of a mother who wants to save lives, my
organisation Canines Can Care is striving to bring the concept to India. “I would feel that I
have found a purpose in life again if I could contribute to this cause and help save a family
from losing their loved one to cancer,” says my friend.
Dogs are truly amazing creatures and everyday we learn more about how to tap their
amazing sense of smell. Dogs are now being trained not just to sniff out cancer, but even
diabetes and assist people who suffer from early dementia live a more fulfilling life. And
Woof! has been at the forefront to bring these awe-inspiring stories to you with first hand
accounts in this special issue of hope.
A little girl may have lost her battle with cancer, but her death could well have spurred
the start of something new which could save countless other children.

Shirin Merchant
Editor

ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY!
www.johnrogerson.com
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DON’T SAY HELLO
to

RAYNE

ost people when out walking
their dog would not notice
much if a yellow ribbon was
tied to another dog’s lead or
a yellow bandana around the
dog’s neck. But, next time look a bit
harder. The yellow ribbon or bandana

M

DOGS

signifies that the dog needs space.
The yellow ribbon and bandana
are part of the Yellow Dog UK
Campaign, which was set up to focus
on dogs that could be in training,
recovering from an operation, being
rehabilitated, unwell, a bit nervous
or grumpy.
The project was taken on in
November 2012 by NarpsUK –
National Association of Registered
Pet Sitters – after being approached
by the international campaign
leaders, Gulahund. Having owned
Yellow Dogs themselves, Nikki Parra
and Marilyn Lewis understood how
much this tool was needed and were
delighted to become the UK
Ambassadors for the campaign. The
campaign was originally started in
Sweden but now covers over 20
countries. “We launched the
campaign officially at Discover Dogs
in November 2012 and were
overwhelmed by the support and fantastic
feedback we got,” says Nikki Parra,
Founder and Managing Director.
Nikki Parra, in an exclusive interview to
Woof! magazine said, “Please allow these
dogs some space. If the dog is in training,

Dogs that need space are now asking for it
through this innovative campaign

IN YELLOW
one incident can cause months of set-backs,
or some dogs may need a permanent
ribbon, like for a dog that is blind. Please
allow the owner of the Yellow Dog some
time to move out of your way. Our ideal
outcome would be that dog owners who
allow their dogs to approach other dogs in
the park to say ‘hello’, will recall their dog if
the dog it is running towards is wearing a
yellow ribbon.”
Rayne, a 3 and a half year old Border
Terror, from Aberdeen, suffers from
Inflammatory Bowel Disease. The condition
can make the otherwise clever and cheeky
dog cranky. Even though Rayne’s condition
is controlled by medication and diet, many
think of the dog as a bad tempered terrier.
Being a small dog, the terrier dislikes being
rushed at or jumped on by other dogs – it
scares and hurts him. The yellow bandana
has helped Rayne hugely – with it on, most
people now give the dog space and or stay
away.
So why was yellow the chosen colour?
“Yellow is the international colour for
caution. Just like the traffic light system or
road signs meaning ‘caution’,” says Nikki.
“The international campaign leaders,
Gulahund, had already decided upon yellow
when we took the campaign on but we

LUCKY

fully support their choice. We spoke to
representatives from the Police Dog
Training Centre, and also a Guide Dogs
representative and both confirmed that a
working dog should not be approached, so
we feel that as they also wear yellow, this
ties in well.”

ESY YELLOW
PHS: COUR
T
PHOTOGRA

The website offers free posters,
ribbons and a template press release for
supporters to print out for their local
press. “We have information packs
which we send out to vets and we will
shortly be finishing our list of vets in the
UK, at which time every single vet will
be sent a poster and leaflets to display in
their surgery, states Nikki.
The response from the public has
been fantastic. People have positive
things to say about the campaign, and a
lot of people can’t believe the effect that
something so simple can have on yours
and your dog’s life.
Lucky is one such dog. A six year old
rescue dog, Lucky has a nervous
temperament and doesn’t particularly
like other dogs. This made her difficult to
walk, till Lucky got herself a yellow
bandana. The response was immediate and
amazing. Those that knew about the
campaign stayed away and those that didn’t
know asked about it.
“We urge the public to get behind this
campaign. Print out our free posters from
our website, put them up in your local dog

DOG UK
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CHESTER

walking areas, approach your local dog
warden, ask your vet to display a poster.
Even if your dog is ok with other dogs, you
may help someone who could benefit from
the ribbon, says Nikki.
“We will promote it until everyone in the
UK recognises the yellow dogs’ need for
space.” q
Visit the website: www.yellowdoguk.co.uk

behaviour&training

5 fun things to do

WITH YOUR PUPPY

PUPPIES ARE SIMPLE SOULS AND SMALL THINGS IN LIFE CAN MAKE
THEM HAPPY. HERE ARE FIVE EFFORTLESS IDEAS THAT WILL HELP PUT A
WAG IN YOUR PUP’S TAIL.

1. Go for a beach picnic
Puppies absolutely love gambolling in the
sand, sniffing the wet surf and chasing the
waves. Carry along a picnic basket and your
puppy’s day out will be complete. Do make
sure you keep your pup on a leash if you are
unsure of the area or if your pup doesn’t have
a good recall. Follow basic sun care advice to
ensure that your pup does not end up with a
heatstroke or sunburn the next day.

2. Get down and play
A pup wants no more from its best friend
than a good romp on the floor. Get down
on the floor, bring out your pup’s
favourite toy and have a lovely game.
Make sure you praise and pet your pup
for playing well.

3. DIY puppy agility course
All pups love to play around on agility
equipment. Now you can put your own
little agility course up at home without
investing in expensive agility equipment.

4. Cuddle up
Your pup will love spending time with
you. So cuddle up on a sofa or bean bag
and watch your favourite soap opera with
your little best friend snuggled up on your
lap.
Line up three chairs then teach you pup
to weave around them. Borrow a kiddie
tunnel and teach your dog to run through
it. You can also line up a couple of kiddie
shoe boxes and encourage your pup to
jump over them. Once your pup can
tackle all three obstacles, link them up to
form your own miniature agility course.
Keep it creative, but not too industrious.
You can get more ideas from an agility
website.
Keep it simple and avoid asking your
pup to jump too high or too frequently to
protect your pup’s growing bones.

5. Sniff it out
Your pup will absolutely love this game.
Hide a treat in one of your hands then
close your fist. Present both fists to your
dog and ask him “which hand?”. Most
dogs are bound to nose the hand that
contains the food. When your dog does
that, immediately praise him, open the fist
and let him have the food. If he noses the
wrong hand, show him the correct hand,
but do not give the treat. Encourage him
to try again. In no time at all, your pup
will be able to indicate the correct hand
without an effort. q
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HANNAH’S
STORY
An elderly Boxer inspires a
forever home for orphaned dogs.

RITA AND HANNAH

PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY:
HANNAH’S FOUNDATION

T

he story begins with
Hannah – an elderly Boxer
dog. When she was nine
years old, her devoted
owner unexpectedly died
at his home.
It was four days before the pair was
discovered, with Hannah steadfastly
sitting by her late owner’s side. Attempts
to remove her from the scene by a close
friend were met with much anguish. This
dog was severely traumatised.
In this case, Hannah was taken into
care by a person she knew well. Better
still, this person (experienced dog trainer
Rita Lynd,) knew just how to help Hannah
get back on her feet – physically and
emotionally. Even so, it too more than six
months for Hannah to begin to enjoy life
again.
Hannah’s story motivated Rita to
establish The Hannah Foundation Inc – a
group dedicated to ensuring that dogs
whose owners pass away, have a
sanctuary to see out their days in comfort
and care.
Incorporated in 2010, the foundation is
a non-profit organisation that wholly
relies on fund-raising and donations that
will ultimately allow us to purchase a
property suitable as a Sanctuary location.
The foundation still does not have a
property of its own. The need is
becoming urgent as they already have
dogs bequeathed to their care. “We are
certain that our Sanctuary, once set up,
will become a valued asset within our
Community and especially to all those

who love dogs, as we do,” say the
foundations representatives.
Dog owners, who are in need of
someone to care for their pet in the
event of the owner’s death, may choose
to make a bequest in their Will to The
Hannah Foundation Inc., which would
fund ongoing personal care and medical
expenses for the life of their dog. These
orphaned dogs will spend the rest of their
life at the Sanctuary, living in a home-style
environment. There will be no fostering
out and no rehoming. “Despite the fact
that our dogs are much-loved members
of the family, very few of us have a plan in
place to ensure they have a caring home
for life, if we suddenly pass away,” states
the foundation.
The foundation works with dogs
registered by their pet parents. The pet
parents are also advised to leave behind
details of the dog’s routine, favourite
places to go, favourite people to meet,
diet, medical conditions and lifestyle so as
to make the transition easier for the dog.
The inspiration behind the foundation,
Hannah passed away on March 19, 2012,
just 2 days before her 12th Birthday. She
had been in Rita’s care for over two
years.
In this world where humans lead a very
selfish life, Hannah’s Foundation shows us
that there are still people out there who
work selflessly for the benefit of animals
that would otherwise be forgotten or put
away in a shelter. q
Please visit the foundation at:
www.hannahcaninesanctuary.org.au
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DOGS AT WORK
North Carolina company encourages dogs to join the workplace.
Everyday is a pet-friendly day at this North
Carolina based company R+M.
Research shows, dogs in the workplace lead
to more trust between co-workers, which
leads to more collaboration as well as
increased morale and productivity. At R+M,
we feel their presence is essential to a
healthier office culture. We smile more, we
laugh more and we focus on the positive.
Our line of work is stress-filled, intense and
creative-dependant. Who has time for pets,
right? The fact is we couldn’t do it without
them.
Our staff sights several benefits that pets
bring to their workday:
•
“When my dog is with me it forces
me to walk outside, breathe the fresh air
and take a mental break.”

Titus, our intellectual, has a hard time
deciding which book to read.
PHOTOGRAPHS: COURTESY R+M

Kai (front) and Mica (back) teach everyone
how to stay calm during the busy workday.
•
“Dogs seem to know when you need
a little nudge of support and they give it
unconditionally.”
•
“When our dogs aren’t here, I’m off
my game.”
•
“Our dogs are so happy to see you
EVERY TIME you walk into a room, even if
it’s only been a minute since you were
away. Everyone should experience that at
work.”
•
“In an industry notorious for high
stress, nothing keeps you grounded better
than watching a pair of puppies play tag.”
The benefits to a pet-friendly work place
don’t stop at the human level. There is no
better method of socialisation for our fourlegged friends than hearing, seeing, smelling

TAKE YOUR DOG TO WORK

Mica (front) joins Brett Hartsfield,
(left) and Chris Lien (right) for a
quick review meeting.
and experiencing all a busy office has to
offer. Our dogs are constantly stimulated
in new ways and they have the
opportunity to take direction from
different people, this helps to create a
better-behaved dog.
R+M is graced with visits, from both our
employee’s dogs and client’s dogs as
well. Susan Nettles, VP of Brand Culture
at R+M notes, "When a client is
interacting with a dog, it pulls them out
of ‘business mode.’ That gives us the
opportunity to make a stronger human
connection with them. q
R+M is a branding agency in Cary, North
Carolina.

Mousse (front) and Franny (back) run
through the office halls to burn off the
morning energy.

R+M encourage companies of all sizes to
consider a pets-at-work program and we
offer these tips for success:
•
Be sure to check in advance if your
clients or visitors are sensitive to your pets.
It’s best to have a couple of pet-free zones
to avoid any unexpected allergy problems.
•
When you first bring your dog to
work, they may seem either over-excited or
possibly timid. Don’t worry if it takes a little
time for your dog to get used to its new
surroundings. Try to arrive a little early and
allow your dog time to “settle in” before the
busy day starts.
•
Take the time to educate your coworkers on the methods/commands you’ve
established with your dog. This makes
communicating with each dog more
effective.
•
Keep all human food out of reach, and
never give a co-worker’s pet treats without
their permission.
•
Keep pets safe, and out of trouble
with simple updates like covered trashcans
and good wire management. Baby gates are
an inexpensive way to separate dogs from
each other or block them from entering
certain areas of your office.
•
When introducing new dogs to the
“work pack,” always do your introductions
on the outside of the building, then walk the
dogs in together. This helps ease any
territorial issues. If time allows, a brisk walk
around the block is great for bonding and a
little morning exercise never hurt anyone.
•
Make sure plenty of fresh water is
available at all times.
•
Never leave a dog unattended for
extended periods of time.
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By Dr. Cynthia Otto

Sniffing out cancer
Dogs are now being trained to sniff out ovarian cancer

a

chocolate Labrador
Retriever walks across the
room, sniffing identical glass
vials containing blood
samples. He stops at one vial and sits
down in front of it, then looks excitedly at
his trainer with his tongue hanging out in a
happy Lab grin. She praises him, “Good
boy, buddy!” and offers him peanut butter

– his favorite reward. To the dog, this is a
fun game of hide and seek. But to the
humans involved, it is something much
more important – this one-year-old
Labrador Retriever just identified the
blood sample belonging to a woman who
has ovarian cancer. This is the goal of the
ovarian cancer detection study at the
Penn Vet Working Dog Center.

The Center currently has 16 dogs,
ranging from nine weeks to one year of
age, that are being trained in various
scent detection fields. Some will search
for lost humans, others will look for
explosives or drugs, and others will aid
individuals with diabetes by alerting to a
drop in blood sugar levels. One of the
Center’s most recent projects involves
training three dogs to detect ovarian
cancer via blood plasma samples. The
dogs that being used in the study are
Ohlin, a happy-go-lucky chocolate
Labrador; McBaine, an energetic Springer
Spaniel; and Tsunami, a charismatic
German Shepherd. All three of the dogs
will undergo extensive training to learn
how to identify the characteristic odour
of ovarian cancer.
The training will begin by giving the
dogs a reward of treats or a toy every
time they sniff an ovarian tumour sample.
Soon the dogs will be eager to locate this
unique smell. At this stage, the cancer
samples will be placed in a lineup of
empty glass vials. The dogs will learn that
they must indicate the cancer sample by
sitting in front of it to earn their reward.
As the dogs pick up on the game, the
trainers will add tissue and blood samples
from healthy individuals, as well as
samples from other benign gynecological
tumors. The dogs will be able to
distinguish the sample that came from a
patient with ovarian cancer among
multiple other control samples.

How is this possible? A dog’s nose is
far more complex than a human nose. In
fact, dogs have been shown to detect
odors in as small a concentration as parts
per trillion. This sensitive nose makes
them ideal candidates to identify all kinds
of odours. The specific scent given off by
ovarian, and other types of cancer, is due
to volatile organic compounds (VOCs).
Certain VOCs are normally emitted from
the body and can differ depending on
age, sex, diet, physiological status, and
genetics. Pathological conditions such as
cancer can cause different VOCs to be
emitted or can change the normal ratios
of VOCs emitted. Dogs can currently
detect those different VOCs better than
any test or electronic nose developed,
and have been trained to detect cancers
of the skin, bladder, lung, breast,
prostate, colon, and ovary.
Early detection of ovarian cancer is of
vital importance. This cancer represents
the ninth most common type of cancer
and the fifth most common cause of
cancer related death in women. Early
detection is vital in order to give the
patient the greatest chance at survival,
but unfortunately, very few cases are
caught early enough for treatment to be
effective. By training these dogs to detect
ovarian cancer, and studying the training
methods and accuracy of their detection,
we hope to contribute to saving the lives
of more women affected by ovarian
cancer. q
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A helping
ALERT DOGS BRING
COMPANIONSHIP AND
PEACE OF MIND FOR
DIABETICS.

W

P W

hen Eva Leersnyder was
diagnosed with Type I
diabetes at 6 years old, her
mother Lynn worried
constantly about her
daughter having a hypoglycaemic episode.
For parents of diabetic children, the
responsibility can be overwhelming.

Keeping their kids safe and healthy is a 247 job. A sudden drop in blood sugar can
cause weakness and fatigue, as well as
sweating and blurred vision. Left
unchecked, seizures may occur. After that,
the diabetic could slip into a lifethreatening coma.
Last year, that all changed when the

PHOTOGRAPHS: COURTESY DIABETIC ALERT DOGS

EVA AND MELODY

family and their 3-year old golden
retriever, Melody, began a 10-week
training program that taught Melody to
alert Eva of any sudden drop in blood
sugar.
The program called Diabetic Alert
Dogs: The Borderland Way was
developed by Ann Walling, owner of
Borderland Farms in Franklin, TN, along
with veteran trainers Melanie Del
Villaggio and Patty Wood of Memphis
Tennessee.
Walling knows firsthand how
frightening it is to care for a child who is
diabetic. Her own son, now 46, also has
Type 1 diabetes.
Diabetic Alert Dogs: The Borderland
Way, now in its second year, has its roots
in a training model established in England
and is unique in that it allows diabetics to
train dogs they already own rather than
paying the high price for a pre-trained
dog that can cost tens of thousands of
dollars. Borderland charges just $200 for
10 classes.
Borderland works with owners to train
their dogs to identify and alert them
during both hypoglycaemic and
hyperglycaemic episodes by detecting a
distinctive scent found in the skin, sweat,
saliva and breath.
“All dogs noses are superior to human
beings,” says Walling in an exclusive
feature to Woof! magazine. “Human noses
having only about six million sensory
receptor sites, while some dogs have up
to 300 million.”
Before entering the program, dogs
must be crate-trained and have obtained

their AKC Canine Good Citizen
certificate. “These prerequisites are
important since we train in a variety of
settings to mimic situations the dogs will
face where they will need to alert”, says
Walling. “An episode can occur anywhere
- restaurants, in a moving car, in crowds
of people. And they can occur at anytime
- even in the middle of the night.”
Once the dog has met these basic
requirements, training can begin. First,
owners imprint their dogs to the scent by
exposing them to scent samples. These
are collected by the owner when their
blood sugar is low (or high) - most
commonly obtained by placing a simple
cotton roll used by dentists into the
mouth and collecting saliva samples.
After the dog has learned to recognise
the scent, it then is time to train the alert.
Most dogs alert naturally with some type
of response - pawing, nudging, barking,
etc. Game playing and tons of positive
reinforcement help the dogs to grow
stronger in their ability to alert.
After the dogs have strengthened their
alerting ability, they are then taken into
the real world filled with distractions shopping malls teaming with people,
restaurants filled with wonderful aromas,
and in a car during heavy traffic just to
name a few.
Night Alerts tend to be the most
difficult for dogs to learn. Consistent
training over a period of time for night
alerts will help the dog develop reliability
and consistency both day and night. Ten
weeks is only a beginning.
A reliably trained DAD requires about

woof!feature
2 years of training.
“Training doesnt’ stop after the 10week program,” says Walling. “It is
important to reinforce continually what
the dog has learned long after the
completing the program.”
For Eva, who has signed up for the
program for the second time for
advanced training, spending time with
Melody and playing scent games is not a
chore, but a great way to bond with the
dog she loves. For Eva’s parents, the
extra help monitoring her blood sugar

levels have given them an added sense
that they are doing everything possible to
ensure the safety of their child.
Today, Diabetic Alert Dogs: The
Borderland Way operates programs in
three cities - Franklin, TN, Memphis, TN
and Birmingham AL. Moreover, they
offer their training manual and their
expertise to dog owners and trainers, not
only in the U.S., but across the globe as
well. q
Visit them at: www.diabeticalertdogsborderland.com

EVA AND MELODY
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A new lease

on

The Beagle Freedom Project
rescues dogs from Laboratories

LIFE

PHOTOGRAPHS: COURTESY BEAGLE FREEDOM PROJECT

O

n July 15th 2013, several
families from across the
East coast gathered
together in the large
backyard of a home
outside of Washington D.C., anxiously
awaiting the arrival of their new foster
dogs. This was no typical rescue operation
however, as photographers, video cameras,
and reporters with microphones jockeyed
for prime vantage points. As a transport
van pulled up to the back gate, the crowd
became silent in anticipation. Slowly and
carefully seven beagles were individually
picked up and carried to the backyard.
All eyes and camera lenses were trained
on their every move as they were gingerly
put down and let go. The quiet
atmosphere was heavy with a blend of
excitement, heartbreak, outrage, and
inspiration. The moment was remarkable
because this was the first time these 4 year
old beagles had ever been outside, smelled
fresh air, seen the sky, walked on grass, or
even interacted with each other. Prior to
July 15th these dogs had been kept locked
in a windowless basement, individually
caged, and only removed and held when
someone was going to poke, probe, prod,
or poison their little bodies.
These dogs were “research” beagles.
Their destiny in life was not supposed to
be soft spot on the couch with a family, but
as living test-tubes or petri-dishes, to suffer
for the sake of human products and
academic curiosities. They had only ever
been known by the federal ID number
tattooed inside their big floppy ears.
Their journey to freedom is a hallmark

of Beagle Freedom Project, a two and a
half year old program run by the LA based
Animal Rescue, Media, and Education
(ARME) non-profit. Beagle Freedom
Project painstakingly negotiates with
laboratories across the world for the
release of any non-dissected dogs and gives
them a chance at a normal home life. The
organisation uses the rescues as a vehicle
to draw public attention to the plight of
animals languishing in labs and the crueltyfree lifestyle choices everyone can make as
a political response.
The seven beagles from the DC area lab
quickly became famous. The Washington
Post story on their first steps of freedom
was syndicated across the country and
Good Morning America ran the touching
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video clips recorded by their local
affiliate. Since the rescue, a dozen other
articles and television news segments
have followed up and championed this
story. Countless millions of Americans
were reminded there is a price to pay for
vanity. Beagle Freedom Project gives a
real name and face to animal testing, an
issue too many consider abstract.
To date, Beagle Freedom Project has
successfully negotiated for and released
119 beagles, 2 mixed breed dogs, 6
rabbits, and 1 cat from 17 laboratories
across the U.S. and Europe. While this
sounds like a remarkable achievement in
such a short history, the organisation

would be the first to temper any
celebrations because these numbers only
reflect a drop in the bucket in the total
animals used yearly. Take dogs for
example, in the U.S. alone there are close
to 70,000 in 383 laboratories. 96% of the
dogs used are beagles; they are the breed
of choice for the precisely the same
reason they are favoured as a family pets
– they are gentle and people-pleasing.
The 119 Beagle Freedom Project has
saved, are literally but a lucky few.
The small number is not for the lack of
trying. Beagle Freedom Project has
contacted every dog-using research
facility in the U.S. asking for participation
in this ‘retirement’ program. Most of the
labs did not even bother to reply to the
proposal. According to Shannon Keith,
the President and founder of Beagle
Freedom Project, animal testing thrives
when shrouded in secrecy. “These labs
do not want their dogs free because their
presence in our communities reminds the
public that they are being used and in

large numbers. The labs are afraid of the
scrutiny and criticism the freed beagles
bring and how this will translate into
action against this practice.”
Because so few research facilities will
voluntarily cooperate with the Beagle
Freedom Project retirement program, the
organisation is seeking to mandate it by
law. In the spring of this year Shannon and
her team pushed for the ‘Research Animal
Retirement Bill’ in the Minnesota state
legislature. The bill would force any lab
that receives state funding to offer up for
public adoption all non-dissected dogs and
cats. The legislation passed the MN Senate
committee unanimously but was blocked

on the House side with opposition from
the University of Minnesota, whose
lobbyists callously joked about killing the
dogs and cats chances. Undeterred, Beagle
Freedom Project is pushing the legislation
again in Minnesota, as well as in Michigan,
California and with more states to follow
in 2015.
This is a hard debate for the animal
testing industry to have, because there is
no rational reason to oppose the release
of these dogs after the research is done.
While Beagle Freedom Project has an
objective of promoting alternatives to
animals, it has built a broad coalition of
supporters with a wide range of opinions
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on the subject. Even those who believe it
is necessary can agree that if the beagle
survives the experiment, he has earned
his right to play outside, sleep on a soft
bed, and get plenty of belly rubs.
Additionally the exposure to these freed
beagles maybe the impetus the public
needs to demand more funding for

alternatives and policy directed at
eliminating what is already universally
known to be unnecessary, like cosmetic
testing on animals.
Sparking this public conversation is a
mission of Beagle Freedom Project, and
the freed beagles are their ambassadors.
The high profile rescue operations
provide a dramatic and heart-wrenching
backdrop for media stories, and the
stories have been coming from national
news broadcasts to local outlets.
For those seven beagles released on
July 15th the journey to recovery and a
normal life was off to a great start. All of
them curiously sniffed this big new world,
greedily consumed as many affectionate
hugs as they could get, and scampered
about with each other, letting their
instincts guide them. That night and from
every night there on out they will sleep in
a bed and know the warmth and comfort
of a family and home. They are the lucky
ones. They are the survivors. q
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The

K9 Chef

The dog food market in India is awash with
various brands and types of foods. Entering
this market is the new brand of fresh dog
food - Kennel Kitchen. Conceptualised by
Awral Berry, founder and food technologist
at Kennel Kitchen, the brand promises food
that is a scientifically formulated balanced
diet meal for a dog, which is similar to
home style cooked food, rich in the
nutritional values and is corn, soy and wheat
free.
“The global market for dog food is
saturated with dry dog food. However,
there was a need for dog food that
provided consumers with quality as well as
convenience,” said Mr. Berry in an exclusive
interview with Woof! magazine. “Kennel
Kitchen Home style cooked dog food was
born out of that idea.”
Kennel Kitchen has six different varieties
of dog food that cater to different breeds
and different growth stages in the life of a
dog. With so much choice, what food would
be perfect for a dog?
“There is no perfect diet for a dog - it
depends on the age, breed and level of
activity of your dog,” Mr. Berry states.
“Knowing your dog is important, some dogs
are allergic to certain ingredients and it is
important to keep in mind the digestibility
of each ingredients and what it offers
nutritionally. In my belief meats such as
chicken, lamb and fish are all essential, eggs

Food technologist and founder of Kennel
Kitchen, Mr. Awral Berry shares his
thoughts on dog food

are a good source of nutrition and rice is an
easily digestible source of carbohydrates.”
That said, Mr. Berry is of the firm opinion
that dogs should ideally be fed meat since
their digestive system can easily absorb
nutrients from meats.
And though the brand has received a
positive response from across the country,
Mr. Berry acknowledges that starting a dog
food business is not just for anyone.
“Starting a dog food business is not easy
since you need a large amount of
infrastructure, years of quality research and
experience to deliver quality products,” he
avers. “It is a risky market because the initial
investment is large and the market in India
is competitive with established players.” q
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canineclippings

WHO’S CLEVERER,

THE WOLF OR THE DOG?
Have dogs lost some problem solving skills due to domestication?

Since the domestic dog diverged from their
ancestors the wolves, they have changed in
myriad ways. They enjoy human company,
and even get trained to perform
complicated tasks. Yet, research presented
at the annual meeting of the Association for
Psychological Science shows that dogs may
have also lost some of their social
intelligence in the process.
Behavioural biologist Frederike Range at
the University of Veterinary Medicine, Vienna
studied a group of dogs and wolves raised
together the Wolf Science Centre, Vienna.
To test whether dogs and wolves could

learn from one another, the researchers
created a problem that wolves and dogs
were equally motivated to solve: a food
treat locked inside a box which could be
opened with a lever.
They trained one dog to operate the
lever with its mouth, and another dog to
use its paw. Then they let wolves and dogs
see the box opened by one of those two
methods. The research was based on the
assumption that if dogs have better social
intelligence, they should do better than the
wolves at learning by example and getting at
the treat.
However, the wolves outperformed the
dogs. Only four out of 15 dogs managed to
open the box at all, and none used the
method (mouth or paw) that they had been
shown. Meanwhile, all 12 of the wolves got
the treat, and nine of them did so by
copying the method they had been shown.
"The mainstream theory is that wolves
became dogs when they started treating
humans as their pack members," Range says.
Rather than gaining new cognitive abilities
that wolves never had, such as so-called
"theory of mind" required to learn complex
tasks by watching others perform, dogs may
have undergone an evolutionary tradeoff:
losing some of the ability to learn from their
own kind, but gaining the ability to learn
from humans. q

Do dogs see humans as parents?
Research shows that the dog-human link is similar
to that of a parent-child
People have an innate need to establish
close relationships with other people. But
this natural bonding behaviour is not
confined to humans: many animals also
seem to need relationships with others of
their kind. For domesticated animals the
situation is even more complex and pets
may enter deep relationships not only with
conspecifics but also with their owners.
Scientists at the Messerli Research
Institute at the University of Veterinary
Medicine in Vienna have investigated the
bond between dogs and their owners and
have found striking similarities to the
parent-child relationship in humans. Their
findings are published in the journal PLoS
ONE.
Domestic dogs have been closely
associated with humans for about 15,000
years. The animals are so well adapted to
living with human beings that in many
cases the owner replaces conspecifics and
assumes the role of the dog’s main social
partner. According to this new study, the
relationship between pet owners and dogs
turns out to be highly similar to the deep
connection between young children and
their parents.
In their study Lisa Horn and colleagues
investigated whether the owner
can provide a sense of security
for the dog, like parents do
for their children. The
researchers found that the
dogs were much less
motivated to interact with

an interactive dog toy when they were
alone or in the presence of an unfamiliar
human as compared to when the owner
was present. This indicates that the dogs
felt less secure without their owner, much
like children would not feel secure enough
to play with new toys in their parents’
absence. However, although this study
showed that one aspect of the dog's
behavior to the owner is similar to
children's behaviour, it is not valid to
conclude that dogs are like children in all
aspects of their behaviour. Therefore, it is
important for dogs’ welfare to pay
attention to their specific needs and treat
them accordingly. q
Feature was authored for Woof! by The
Messerli Research Institute, Vienna.
Read more on the research http://www.plosone.org/article/info:doi/10.13
71/journal.pone.0065296
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Born in the USA!
American Dog Breeds Hail From Pre-Columbian Times

The tangle of questions regarding the
ancestry of dog breeds indigenous to the
Americas is slowly unraveling. Unlike the
poodles that populate many a household,
native American dog breed lineages
originated from East Asian canines, with
little genetic influence from European
breeds, according to a new study.
Native breeds include the Canadian
Eskimo dog, the Inuit sled dog, the
Greenland dog, the Chihuahua, the
Xoloitzcuintli (Mexican hairless dog), and
the Peruvian Perro Sín Pelo (Peruvian
hairless dog), reported the National
Geographic.
It was already known that many dog

breeds are descended from canines living in
the Americas during pre-Columbian
times—or the period before European
colonisation and influence.
But a mystery remained as to how much
original, pre-Columbian genetic stock
remained in these native populations, said
Peter Savolainen, an evolutionary geneticist
at KTH Royal Institute of Technology in
Sweden and a co-author of the study.
"The breeds that we are looking at are
almost totally pure," said Savolainen. The
most exciting result, he said, is the genetic
link between a modern Chihuahua
sequence and an ancient one. "We have a
straight line back in time," he said. The
modern Chihuahua is most definitely
descended from pre-Columbian canines
living in Mexico.
When Savolainen and colleagues started
this study, the evolutionary geneticist
expected that any native DNA signals in
stray dog populations would have been
completely replaced by sequences from
European dogs like German shepherds or
poodles. But it turns out that certain rural
populations of these strays in Mexico,
Bolivia, and the U.S. retain a small stamp of
their ancient origins, the researchers report
in a study published in the journal
Proceedings of the Royal Society B. q
For more information on the study, refer to
the journal:
http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org

DOG TV

Television is finally going to the dogs!
A new channel just for dogs has been
launched in August 2013. As the first
network for canines, DOGTV offers a
promise to our beloved best friends that
they should never again feel alone.
The 24/7 digital TV channel with dog
friendly programming scientifically
developed to provide the right company
for dogs when left alone, according to the
channel’s website. Through years of
research with some of the world’s top pet
experts, special content was created to
meet specific attributes of a dog’s sense of
vision and hearing and supports their
natural behavior patterns. The result: a
confident, happy dog, who is less likely to
develop stress, separation anxiety or other
related problems.
"DOGTV's
television
programming
meets a dog's
typical daily
routine and helps
prevent mental
fatigue,
depression and
boredom," the
site claims.
The channel
will show three
types of video
segments, each

between three to six minutes long, that it
says are designed to be relaxing,
stimulating or behaviour-improving.
According to the channel’s
representatives, Dogs that are left alone
tend to become anxious so the calming
sounds and music in the relaxing segments
on DOGTV were created to keep them
peaceful. Many dogs also suffer from a lack
of stimulation, which becomes acute when
their parents are away. The stimulating
segments provide dogs with invigorating
images, animation and exciting real world
sounds to keep them up and running.
Research carried out by Woof! magazine
reveals that many dogs do not respond to
the auditory and visual stimuli on television
and researchers are not sure whether they
can make sense of the images on screen. If
you really want to keep your dog occupied
and entertained take your dog
for walks and play interactive
games that would stimulate
your pet’s mind. q
For more information:
http://dogtv.com
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CANINE CARERS
Dogs help people with dementia
Two specially-trained dogs have become the
first assistance dogs in the UK to help
people with dementia. Kaspa and Oscar are
part of a project to investigate how a dog
may bring benefits to people with earlystage dementia.
Both dogs have been highly trained by
Shirley Stewart at the Guide Dogs Forfar
Training School, to help offer practical
assistance and reduce social isolation and
anxiety levels, some of the major problems
experienced by couples where one partner
has dementia.
The two dogs, Oscar, a change of career
guide dog and Kaspa from Dogs for the
Disabled – have been matched to two
couples, where one is the client and the
other is their carer.
Oscar and Kaspa have settled in well to
their new homes and are already making an
impact on the lives of their new partners.

Picture used for representational
purposes only.

Both dogs have been trained to fetch
medicines when a reminder alarm goes off.
The dogs can take items between the two
couples and can also be trained to help
wake up a person.
For both couples, having an assistance dog
has provided a reason to go out for regular
walks to the park together – a great way of
meeting people and keeping in touch with
the world around them. The dogs are also
proving to be great stress-relievers at home,
where the couples say that they feel more
motivated. The carer finds that they are
spending less time giving reassurance to
their partner because the dog gives a
calming new focus for the person with
dementia.
“The dogs need to have a willingness to
work and socially be well behaved. As well
as all the practical benefits the dogs provide
to service users, they have also proven to
be mood-enhancing and have emotional
benefits as well,” said Shirley Stewart to
Woof! magazine. “Dementia is progressive
but the hope is that these dogs may be able
to provide maintenance of routine and
support for the carer to allow the person
with dementia to stay at home longer.
The dogs are already having a positive
impact and although still at an early stage,
the hopes are that this exciting collaboration
will help to improve the lives of people
living with dementia.” q
Visit: www.dementiadog.org

SNIFFING OUT THE LIES
Are Indian sniffer dogs good for nothing?
The Government of India has deployed
sniffer dogs for its internal and external
security and protection. These sniffer
dogs are trained by various agencies at a
cost of millions of rupees. Upon
deployment there is a heavy regular
expenditure on the fitness and day to
day activities of these sniffer dogs.
Not long ago the anti smuggling unit of
the Customs brought 3 sniffer dogs
especially trained by the National
Training Center for Dogs to detect
drugs, psychotropic substances and
other threats faced by the country from
its internal as well as external enemies,
states an exposing feature by Adv P C
Sharma in Jago Punjab- Punjab’s first
investigative e-paper.
An RTI was filed by the author – Adv
P C Sharma relating to sniffer dogs to
the customs department. The detail of
cases and materials detected and
discovered by these sniffers was asked
from the customs department.
The reply provided by Deputy
Commissioner (Anti Smuggling Wing of
Customs) dated 10-7-2013 is quite
amusing. The official writes that as per
available records three dogs namely
Romeo, Monty and Marshal hadn’t
detected or discovered even a single
clue which could lead to any kind of
recovery or detection of substances.
Aforesaid sniffer dogs Romeo, Marshal

and Monty brought into action by the
authorities in 2005 and 2006 died in
2012 without performing a single task.
It seems that either dog handlers have
not got proper training or there is some
silent reason due to which the nation is
suffering huge loss in the shape of
expenses incurred on this squad and the
dangerous substances entering into
country quite undetected.
As per the available information sniffer
dogs have played major role in the field
of security and many major causalities
have been averted due to the detection
made by these dogs throughout the
world. q
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Why does my dog?
Pioneering canine behaviourist Shirin Merchant answers your canine queries.
We own a one-year-old Rottweiler. He is
very good-natured, even with children. He
doesn’t even bark when the doorbell rings.
However, my husband argues that it is
unusual for a Rottweiler to be so mild
natured and that our dog should be true to
his breed and demonstrate aggression. I
have read a few books which all say that
the breed can be dangerous. Should we
encourage our dog to be more aggressive?
M. Singh
Gurgaon
There is no place for an aggressive dog in
today’s society and definitely no place for
an aggressive Rottweiler. Most Rottweilers
have an innate guarding instinct that will

surface in time with maturity. A sensible
owner will channel this in the right
direction. To encourage a dog as powerful
as this to be aggressive is asking for trouble.
Poor breeding practices, lack of
socialisation and failure to teach basic
manners can lead to a dog that is aggressive
and assumes control over his family. Such
dogs often end up being abandoned or put
to sleep. Be glad yours is good-natured and
work hard towards keeping it that way.
It is in breed temperament that the
Rottweiler is often misjudged. Do quote to
your husband the standard of the breed’s
temperament, as stated by the American
Kennel Club (AKC): “A dog that in the
opinion of the judge menaces or threatens
him/her, or exhibits any sign that it may not
be safely approached or examined by the
judge in the normal manner, shall be
excused from the ring. A dog that in the
opinion of the judge attacks any person in
the ring shall be disqualified.” Do channel
your dog’s good nature with reward based
training methods and your dog can be a
good ambassador for his breed.
We have a two and a half year old
Weimeraner, Roger, who loves running out
of our home and eating rubbish from the
garbage bin in our building compound.
Every time the doorbell rings, he waits till
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Send in your doggy problems to info@woofmag.in

the door is opened and then dashes out.
We have to go and get him from
downstairs. If we don’t, he will come
home after an hour or so. Roger is well
fed but is fed a vegetarian diet. Do you
think he is doing it to get bones? How can
we stop him?
K. Marfatia
Mumbai
Scavenging is a natural canine behaviour,
but not acceptable where our
domesticated dogs are concerned. This
habit is not only dangerous to him, as he
can get hurt or run out of the compound,
but also to you as he can bring home a
variety of horrible diseases from the
garbage bin, which can easily be
transmitted to you and your family.
The first thing you need to do is to
prevent your dog from dashing out of the
house every time the door is opened.
One way to do this is to erect a baby gate
at your main door, so that you can
interact with people at the door without
him dashing out. Alternatively, put him on
a leash so that he can be in your control
when the door is opened. In addition,
train Roger to have a good recall so if he
does run out, you can call him back. It
would also be a good idea to get his diet
checked by a vet. Vegetarian diets, if not
balanced carefully can be deficient.
And most importantly, get the garbage bin
removed from your compound, block
Roger’s access to it or replace it with one
that has a sturdy lid and make sure the
garbage is emptied on a daily basis. q
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PAWS TO HELP
DOGS
An annual day event for the Cheltenham
Animal Shelter was on the 6th of July 2013.
It was a lovely afternoon with glorious
sunshine. Visitors were welcomed by local
writer and Patron, Pam Ayres who read her
wonderful poem titled ‘The Animal Shelter
at Gardner’s Lane’.
Everyone enjoyed homemade cakes, tea
and coffee and there were games for the
children as well as a dance display from the
Coady Crew. The barbeques were sizzling
away with delicious smells emanating from
them on a hot summers day and ice creams
provided the refreshing treat for those who
could squeeze one in after a burger or two!
The Novelty Dog Show was well supported
by animal lovers. ‘Sootie’ and owner Emily
were chosen as winners of Best in Show.

SOOTIE

The event raised a total of £3225.00 for the
shelter.
The Cheltenham Animal Shelter is a charity
that has been helping animals since 1926.q

If you know of a doggy event that should be featured in the magazine, do write to us at info@woofmag.in

WEBSITES WORTH A WOOF!
YummyPets – a social network for pet owners.
YummyPets has been created exclusively for those who have a love of
animals, providing them with a platform that is fun and easy to interact
with others on, but also gives users access to a range of useful and
targeted pet services: Classified pet ads, missing pet notices, instant
messaging, discussion forums categorised by breed, a shopping service
with price comparison on pet supplies and two mobile apps available
on iOS and Android.
Visit: www.yummypets.com
Got a website that is worth a woof? Send us a write up and you could get featured in the magazine.
E-mail us at info@woofmag.in
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